
I had not seen this picture and have no idea who produced it. There are many snapshots of the plane in my files, some made before the project developed, some during, and some after the completion and of course those made after the wreckage appeared on the beach near Cooktown, Australia. I suggest the source of the picture was the long time Crew Chief, Sgt. John Dugan. John had a unique association with the plane as he served, on the original crew that performed the rebuilding. and became intimately acquainted with all things pertaining to the operation thereafter. He was not the Crew Chief during the rebuilding. That was Sgt. Kip Hawkins. The latter elected not to fly over the Coral Sea so many time as that was obviously to be the heritage of the plane. John on the other hand became interested and served as the regular crew chief and stevedore as it was. Not withstanding the many active crew chiefs who desired to be included in the flight crew as required. After all, Australia was where the girls were, just ask any pilot. I had very little to do with Steak and Eggs after the rebuilding so it is easy for John to claim to be the "Daddy" of the plane
The original paint on the plane was the usual G.I. OD But not long after the rebuilding, we decided to removed all exterior paint and reclaim the original aluminum exterior. Part of the goal was to attempt to make the speed a little faster. It did and after that we waxed the whole exterior. That helped too. This brings up a condition which few people will remember. When the original paint was removed, the name, "Steak and Egg Special" was lost and the new name, when painted was simply "Steak and Eggs"- the word "Special" was dropped. I don't know who was responsible for this change. Not me. I prefer the original.

The sign painter is Tony Benson, deceased, who had a special gift for this sort of art work and did all the Mammy Yoakum characters that were once used and later the Damon Runyon characters. The change came about at Dobadura when the old A-20As were replaced with the new A-20Gs and was ordered by the then Squadron Commander, Ed Suor, who must have wanted to show his appreciation of Runyon or the word"Characters"as against the Mammy Yoakum stuff. Suor was a Regular Army man, a West Pointer, who was killed over Cebu, in the Philippines. I never met him, but I did have slight acquaintance with two other West Pointers, both of whom were killed in that ill fated flight of six A-24s dive bombers lost over New Guinea out of the 8th Squadron, Floyd Rogers, the C.O. and Virgil Schwab, my roommate on the outbound ship going over. I remember he was reading a book by William Saroyan. The academy must have had a fine instructor in literature. Raymond Wilkins was the only one that got back to 3-Mile. Wilkins and several other 8 Sq. pilots flew with the 89th for several months.

The gent driving the tow-motor I think is Pfc. John Boles, also deceased. I suggest the scene is in Australia, probably near Brisbane, because I never saw a Chrysler built Towmotor in New Guinea. They were useless in the mud. Our on the-ball Group transportation Officer, Jack Crerar, managed to rack off a bunch of McCormack Farmall Tractors being unloaded on the docks at Townsville. Each Squadron got about three of these and they were ideal in dragging the planes around in the mud. I'm sure there are snapshots around that show your father driving one of these. They beat walking.'Tony Benson was our parachute rigger. Notice how he is using the towmotor for a ladder. I've often wondered how Benson provided himself with the various paints required to do his thing. He and his buddies must have shopped for them when they went to Australia on leave.

Or, give the word to Dugan and he could shop for the supplies while on his frequent trip back to civilization. Tony always seemed to have what it took to do his job. After all there wasn't much parachute work to do. I don't recall anybody bailing out. In the tropics many parachutes, after an inspection, could and would be condemned. And there was always a demand for them to make a canopy over one's bunk to keep out the bug dirt that would be dropping down out of the native saplings. Most of the pyramidal tents had a wood frame which was subject to the bug like everybody else to try to whip the mosquito problem, but I still broke down with Malaria exactly 6 months after I got back into the USA.


My Doc was a French Canadian who had never seen a case of Malaria. But I give him credit, got his books down and learned how to diagnose and treat me. Never had another sickness. How about ADOD, did he come down with it?
Warmest regards, Robbie



